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Lipopolysaccharide Potentiates Effector T Cell Accumulation into Nonlymphoid Tissues through TRIF

Jeremy P. McAleer, Robert J. Rossi, and Anthony T. Vella

LPS is a natural adjuvant that potentiates Ag-specific T cell survival and Th1 differentiation by stimulating MyD88 and Toll/IL-1R domain-containing adaptor-inducing IFN-β (TRIF) signaling pathways. In this study, we reveal the TRIF pathway is critical for amplifying murine effector T cell accumulation into nonlymphoid tissues following immunization with Ag plus LPS. Although LPS increased the accumulation of splenic T cells in TRIF-deficient mice, markedly fewer T cells were recovered from liver and lung in comparison to wild type. Most of the T cells primed in TRIF-deficient mice failed to up-regulate CXCR3 and had an overall reduced capacity to produce IFN-γ, demonstrating effector T cell differentiation was linked to their migration. To investigate the role of TRIF-dependent cytokines, neutralization studies were performed in wild type mice. Although TNF neutralization reduced T cell numbers, its conereaction with IL-10 unexpectedly restored the T cells, suggesting the balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines influences T cell survival rather than their magnitude. To investigate a role for costimulatory molecules, we tested whether the T cell defect in TRIF-deficient mice could be corrected with enforced costimulation. Boosting with a CD40 agonist in addition to LPS restored the effector CD8 T cell response in livers of TRIF-deficient mice while only partially restoring CD4 T cells, suggesting that LPS primes CD8 and CD4 T cell immunity through different mechanisms. Overall, our data support targeting TRIF for vaccines aimed to direct immune responses to nonlymphoid tissues. The Journal of Immunology, 2009, 182: 5322–5330.

LPS is a component of Gram-negative bacteria with natural adjuvant activity, enhancing T cell clonal survival and effector differentiation. Thus, injecting LPS within 24 h after Ag increases the accumulation and persistence of Ag-responsive T cells as well as their capacity to produce the Th1 cytokine IFN-γ (1, 2). Although the innate response to LPS has been extensively studied, its link to T cell activation in vivo is not fully understood.

LPS detection is a multistep process involving the cooperation of many germline-encoded products. In general, the serum factor LPS binding protein binds to LPS molecules and transfers them to CD14, which in turn transfers LPS to TLR 4-MD-2 complexes on cell surfaces (3). TLR4 stimulation recruits the intracellular signaling adaptors MyD88 and Toll/IL-1R domain-containing adaptor-inducing IFN-β (TRIF),3 which independently propagate the signal. Both MyD88 and TRIF activate NF-κB and AP-1 transcription factors and TRIF also activates IRF3 (4). These pathways result in production of proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF, IL-1, IL-6, and IL-12, as well as phenotypic activation of APCs, enhancing their ability to prime T cells (5). In addition, LPS induces IL-10, which reduces levels of inflammatory cytokines (6, 7). Both MyD88 and TRIF are required for cytokine production in response to LPS while up-regulation of the costimulatory molecules CD40 and CD86 only requires TRIF (8–11). Overall, the MyD88 and TRIF pathways appear to fully account for LPS responsiveness (8, 10).

LPS adjuvanticity depends upon its proinflammatory activity. TNF is important for T cell survival, as neutralizing this cytokine decreases T cell recovery following immunization with Ag and LPS (1). Although TNF production can be regulated by IL-10 (6), the impact of LPS-induced IL-10 on T cell survival in vivo has not been examined. IL-12 appears to be specialized for Th1 differentiation rather than survival of CD4 T cells, and can substitute for LPS in this respect (2). A variety of models have identified important roles for IL-12 in Th1 differentiation, however, significant Th1 responses can also be generated in its absence (12–15). Cell-associated factors such as costimulatory molecules also contribute to LPS adjuvanticity, as CD28 is required for LPS to enhance peptide-specific CD4 T cell responses (16). Interestingly, LPS increases the survival of superantigen-stimulated T cells independently of CD28 (17), indicating that redundant mechanisms can provide a costimulatory function.

Elucidating the roles of signaling adaptors is important to understand how LPS detection is linked to adjuvanticity. Previously, we reported that MyD88 is required for LPS to enhance long-term T cell survival in vivo (18). However, the acquisition of effector potential was MyD88-independent, demonstrating that distinct mechanisms are used to drive CD4 T cell survival and differentiation. In contrast to the MyD88 pathway, costimulatory agonists effectively promote CD4 T cell effector differentiation without generating robust long-term survival (18–20). These findings support the concept that proinflammatory cytokines are specialized for generating CD4 T cell survival while costimulation supports their differentiation. This generalization is not absolute, however, since OX40 and 4-1BB costimulatory agonists synergize to enhance
CD8 T cell survival (21), and IL-18 supports effector differentiation without promoting long-term survival (22).

Previous studies have suggested that TRIF signaling has a positive impact on T cell priming. TRIF was required for LPS to generate optimal IFN-γ production and cytolytic activity among endogenous activated CD8 T cells, as well as proliferation among CD4 T cells (9). However, it was not determined if TRIF signaling specifically enhanced the survival or differentiation of T cells. Recently, TRIF was found to be required for optimal T cell clonal expansion following immunization with LPS, although long-term survival and effector differentiation were not examined (23). Even less well understood, but perhaps most importantly, is the impact of TLR signaling adaptors on responses in nonlymphoid tissues where T cells preferentially accumulate following their activation (24). Therefore, our understanding of how the LPS-TRIF pathway influences T cell activation in vivo remains incomplete.

In this study, we examined the role of TRIF in long-term T cell survival and effector function following immunization with Ag plus LPS. LPS supported T cell accumulation in TRIF-deficient lymphoid tissues even though optimal innate responsiveness required TRIF. To mimic the TRIF-deficient environment in WT mice, a proinflammatory (TNF) and anti-inflammatory (IL-10) cytokine was neutralized. This resulted in normal T cell survival suggesting that cytokine balance rather than magnitude determines the outcome of responses. Despite having normal lymphoid T cell accumulation, significantly fewer T cells were recovered from the liver and lungs of TRIF-deficient mice, and overall a smaller percentage of T cells were capable of producing IFN-γ. This was the case even though we initiated a powerful endogenous T cell response with the pathogen-derived toxin Staphylococcus enterotoxin A (SEA). Using a peptide-based model revealed that CXC3 up-regulation was TRIF-dependent, offering a possible explanation for the reduced T cell accumulation in liver. Enforced CD40 costimulation restored the CD8 TRIF-deficient T cell response, suggesting the TRIF pathway supports migration to nonlymphoid tissue through the CD40 pathway. However, CD4 TRIF-deficient T cells were only partially affected, suggesting they require a greater breadth of costimulation. Overall, we show the TRIF pathway preferentially supports effector T cell accumulation into nonlymphoid tissues, a result that impacts vaccine adjuvant design.

Materials and Methods

Mice

C57Bl/6 mice and TRIF-deficient mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. TRIF-deficient and SM1 TCR transgenic mice (25) (CD4+/CD90.1+ Vß2+ RAG2–/–) were bred by our laboratory. All mice were maintained in the animal facility at the University of Connecticut Health Center under specific pathogen-free conditions and handled in accordance to National Institutes of Health federal guidelines.

Serum cytokines

Blood was taken from tail veins of mice at 1.5 and 6 h following injection of 150 μg Salmonella typhimurium LPS (Sigma-Aldrich). Blood was kept on ice for 30 min followed by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm and 4°C for 20 min, with serum partitioning as the upper fraction. Levels of TNF, IL-10, IFN-γ, and IL-12p70 were determined by ELISA using kits from BD Biosciences.

Immunization

Reagents were diluted in PBS and injected i.p. in a total volume of 0.2 ml. SEA (Toxin Technology) was injected at 1 μg per mouse. For adoptive transfer studies, ~5 × 10^6 bulk cells from lymph nodes and spleens of SM1 mice were injected i.v., corresponding to 1 × 10^6 SM1 T cells identified as CD4+ Vß2+ CD90.1+. The next day, 100 μg of flagellin peptide (FL-pep; residues 427–441; Invitrogen) was injected. LPS (Sigma-Aldrich) was injected 18 h following SEA or FL-pep. LPS doses were determined from titration studies on individual batches to find the amount providing maximal T cell survival. For superantigens studies, 30–60 μg LPS was used while 50–180 μg LPS was used for SM1 studies. The anti-CD40 mAb-producing hybridoma FGG45.5 was a kind gift from Dr. A. Rolink (Basel Institute, Basel, Switzerland) (26), and the mAb was purified from hybridoma supernatants over protein G agarose (Life Technologies). For immunization, the anti-CD40 mAb was injected at 200 μg per mouse 2 days before SEA. Anti-TNF and anti-IL-10 mAbs (clones XT-3.11 and JES5-2A5, respectively; BioExpress) were injected at 1 mg per mouse 1 h before LPS. Rat IgG (Sigma-Aldrich) was injected as a control for mAbs.

Cell isolation and processing

Spleens, peripheral lymph nodes (PLN; inguinal, axillary, brachial), and mesenteric lymph nodes were treated with ammonium chloride to lyse RBCs. For dendritic cell analysis, spleens were digested with collagenase D (Roche) for 30–60 min at 37°C before passing through cell strainers, partitioned on a Ficoll gradient, and analyzed for expression of CD11c, CD86, and CD40. Liver and lung lymphocytes were obtained as described (24). In brief, following perfusion, livers were crushed through cell strainers, and the cells partitioned on a 35% Percoll (Sigma-Aldrich) gradient. Lungs were cut into small pieces and incubated in 1.3 mM EDTA at 37°C for 30 min, followed by collagenase (Invitrogen) for 1 h. Lung cells were then fractionated on a 44 and 67% Percoll gradient (Amersham Biosciences), with lymphocytes partitioning at the interface.

Cell culturing, staining, and flow cytometry

One million cells were cultured for 5 h at 37°C in 0.2 ml complete tumor medium, consisting of MEM with FBS, amino acids, salts, and antibiotics. Cells were cultured with SEA (1.0 μg/ml) or FL-pep (5 μg/ml), and brefeldin A (5 μg/ml; Calbiochem), as indicated, and stained intracellularly for cytokines.

The following mAbs were purchased from eBioscience: allophycocyanin-conjugated CD8a, CD90.1, TNF, IL-17A, IFN-γ, rat IgG1 (isotype control), rat IgG2a; PE-conjugated CD62L, rat IgG1; FITC-conjugated rat IgG2a. The following mAbs were purchased from BD Biosciences: allophycocyanin-conjugated CD11c; biotinylated TCR Vß3; Pacific blue-conjugated CD4; PerCP-conjugated CD4 and CD90.1; PE-conjugated CD86, TCR Vß3, IFN-γ, rat IgG2a; FITC-conjugated CD8b, 2, CD40, TCR Vß2, IFN-γ, TNF, and rat IgG1. Anti-mouse CXCR3–allophycocyanin was purchased from BioLegend. Surface and intracellular staining was performed as previously described (27). In brief, cells were resuspended in staining buffer consisting of balanced salt solution, 3% FBS, and 0.1% sodium azide. Nonspecific binding was blocked by a solution containing mouse serum, human IgG, and the anti-Fc mAb 2.4G2 (28), followed by incubation with fluorescein isothiocyanate conjugated mAbs on ice for 30 min. For intracellular staining, surface staining was performed, followed by fixation with 2% paraformaldehyde, permeabilization with 0.25% saponin, and incubation at room temperature with the anti-cytokine mAb. Flow cytometry was conducted on BD FACSCalibur and LSR II flow cytometers with data analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star).

Statistical analysis

Two-tailed Student’s t tests were performed with p < 0.05 representing a significant statistical difference. The type of variance was determined by F tests, with F > 0.05 corresponding to equal variance and F < 0.05 corresponding to unequal variance.

Results

LPS enhances the accumulation of effector T cells into nonlymphoid tissues through TRIF

To study the role of TRIF in LPS adjuvanticity, we used a model for endogenous T cell responses. The pathogen-derived agent SEA activates CD4 and CD8 T cells expressing TCR Vß3 in vivo by interacting with conserved regions on MHC class II molecules and TCR Vß3 chains (29). This interaction results in substantial T cell clonal expansion followed by deletion during which most Vß3 T cells die by apoptosis (30). Injecting LPS within 24 h after SEA rescues Vß3 T cells from deletion by promoting their long-term survival (1).

To determine whether TRIF is required for LPS to rescue SEA-stimulated T cells from deletion, WT and TRIF-deficient mice were injected with SEA at time 0. One group received LPS at 18 h, and Vß3 T cells were initially tracked in the blood. On day 5, LPS...
increased Vβ3 T cell levels in a partially TRIF-dependent manner, however, at those doses the effect was transient because Vβ3 T cell levels were similar between WT and TRIF-deficient mice on day 10 (data not shown). Accordingly, LPS supported the accumulation of CD4 Vβ3 T cells in spleen of WT and TRIF-deficient mice (Fig. 1A). Similar results were observed for CD8 Vβ3 T cells (Fig. 1B), however, treatment with SEA alone resulted in TRIF-deficient mice having higher CD8 Vβ3 T cell numbers suggesting the TRIF pathway may enhance peripheral T cell deletion. In the lungs and liver of WT mice, immunization with SEA plus LPS resulted in 12.5-fold more CD4 Vβ3 T cells than SEA alone (Fig. 1A), and LPS increased CD8 Vβ3 T cell numbers by 22- and 12-fold in lungs and liver, respectively (Fig. 1B). Importantly, this effect was dependent on TRIF because LPS only increased Vβ3 T cells by 1- to 4-fold in the corresponding tissues of TRIF-deficient mice (Fig. 1). Therefore, lymphoid (spleen) and nonlymphoid (lung and liver) T cell responses differed strikingly in their dependence on the TRIF pathway after LPS stimulation.

Effector potential was assessed by restimulating cells with SEA in vitro for 5 h and staining for intracellular IFN-γ and TNF. Immunization with SEA alone resulted in 8–10% of CD4 Vβ3 T cells producing IFN-γ in WT and TRIF-deficient mice, suggesting that TRIF did not impact the effector response to SEA (Fig. 2A). However, when comparing mice that were immunized with SEA plus LPS, TRIF deficiency resulted in at least 42% fewer CD4 Vβ3 T cells in the lungs and liver producing IFN-γ, and 30% fewer in the spleen (Fig. 2A). Analyzing the IFN-γ-positive cells revealed that cytokine mean fluorescence was similar among WT and TRIF-deficient mice (data not shown). To analyze the CD8 population, flow cytometry plots were gated on CD4-negative Vβ3 T cells. Similar to CD4+ cells, the percent of CD4-negative Vβ3 T cells producing IFN-γ was at least 30% lower in the TRIF-deficient mice treated with LPS (Fig. 2B). Stimulation with PMA plus ionomycin did not restore IFN-γ production to WT levels (data not shown).
shown), suggesting the T cells primed in TRIF-deficient mice had an intrinsic defect in Th1 differentiation. TNF production was TRIF-independent, demonstrating the effect was specific for IFN-γ. Taken together, TRIF was required for two important aspects of LPS adjuvanticity: accumulation of T cells into non-lymphoid tissues and optimal IFN-γ production by those T cells.

LPS-TRIF axis supports induction of peripheral effector phenotype on peptide-specific T cells

The ability of LPS to increase superantigen-specific CD4 T cells in the spleen of TRIF-deficient mice (Fig. 1A) suggested the peripheral innate response was largely intact due to MyD88-dependent signaling. Despite this result, serum levels of TNF, IL-10, and IFN-γ were reduced by >85% in TRIF-deficient mice following LPS injection, demonstrating a systemic effect on the cytokine response in vivo (Fig. 3A). Further, up-regulation of CD86 and CD40 on CD11c⁺ cells was TRIF-dependent (Fig. 3B). We reasoned that significantly lower levels of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 in TRIF-deficient mice may allow LPS to increase splenic CD4 T cell numbers when prosurvival cytokines and co-stimulation are suboptimal. If so, then neutralizing IL-10 in WT mice should overcome a requirement for maximal induction of survival factors like TNF (1). Alternative to this cytokine balance hypothesis, the splenic T cell response to superantigens may be dominated by memory cells that are less dependent on innate factors for survival. To eliminate this latter possibility, primary CD4 T cell responses were monitored by tracking a TCR transgenic population that was naive before immunization. SM1 CD4 T cells, specific for residues 427–441 from Salmonella flagellin, referred to as FL-pep (25), were initially transferred into WT and TRIF-deficient mice to determine whether they respond similarly as SEA-stimulated cells. The day after transfer, mice were immunized with FL-pep and LPS, as described in Materials and Methods. On day 6, lymphocytes were restimulated in vitro with FL-pep and brefeldin A for 5 h, followed by intracellular staining for IFN-γ and TNF. Representative dot plots are gated on liver SM1 T cells. C, Total number of IFN-γ⁺ TNF⁺ SM1 T cells in tissues on day 6. Data are combined from three experiments with n = 9, and bar graphs show mean ± SEM with asterisks representing significant statistical differences (p ≤ 0.03).

Table I. The LPS-TRIF pathway supports effector cytokine production by peptide-specific T cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Wild-type</th>
<th>TRIF-deficient</th>
<th>PMA plus ionomycin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FL-pep restimulation</td>
<td>33.1 ± 5.8</td>
<td>19.0 ± 4.4</td>
<td>25.5 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIF-deficient</td>
<td>12.9 ± 4.1</td>
<td>7.4 ± 1.4</td>
<td>7.2 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMA plus ionomycin restimulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type</td>
<td>56.2 ± 7.2</td>
<td>33.4 ± 3.8</td>
<td>41.2 ± 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIF-deficient</td>
<td>27.8 ± 7.3</td>
<td>17.1 ± 2.7</td>
<td>12.7 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a SM1 T cells were transferred into wild-type and TRIF-deficient mice and immunized with FL-pep and LPS, as described in Materials and Methods. On day 6, lymphocytes were restimulated in vitro for 5 h. Shown are the percent of SM1 T cells staining double-positive for IFN-γ and TNF in response to FL-pep or PMA plus ionomycin, as indicated. Data are combined from three experiments with nine total mice per group and represented as mean ± SEM.
i.e., the end result of programming, the SM1 T cell response was next examined on day 6 when functional characteristics are expected to appear. Although similar numbers of SM1 T cells were present in lymph nodes of WT and TRIF-deficient mice, there was a striking difference in their expression of CXCR3, a chemokine receptor that is up-regulated by Th1 cells (Fig. 4A and Refs. 32 and 33). Nearly 50% of SM1 T cells primed in WT mice expressed CXCR3 compared with ~12% in TRIF-deficient mice. This was associated with liver accumulation, as 2.5-fold fewer SM1 T cells were present in the liver of TRIF-deficient mice. Our findings are consistent with studies demonstrating a critical role for CXCR3 or its ligands in T cell trafficking to the liver following infection (34, 35). In WT mice, >70% of the liver-resident SM1 T cells expressed CXCR3 vs only 35% in TRIF-deficient mice. TRIF-deficiency also resulted in an overall decreased ability of SM1 T cells to produce IFN-γ, similar to results observed for superantigen-stimulated T cells (Figs. 2 and 4 and Table I).

The balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines after LPS adjuvanticity influences CD4 T cell survival

To address our hypothesis of cytokine balance on primary CD4 T cell responses, SM1 T cells were transferred into WT mice and immunized with FL-pep at time 0 and LPS 18 h later. One hour before LPS, mice were injected with neutralizing mAbs for TNF, IL-10, or control rat IgG. In the spleen on day 10, LPS increased SM1 T cell numbers by 10-fold (Fig. 5, left panel). This was partially TNF-dependent because LPS only increased their numbers by 4-fold in mice treated with anti-TNF, consistent with a previous study (1). A similar trend was observed in the PLN, mesenteric lymph nodes, and liver, where TNF neutralization reduced SM1 T cell numbers by ~50% (Fig. 5). In contrast, mice treated with the IL-10-neutralizing mAb exhibited normal SM1 T cell survival after Ag and LPS. Consistent with our hypothesis, neutralizing both TNF and IL-10 also resulted in normal SM1 T cell levels, suggesting that TNF may support T cell survival by blocking IL-10-mediated suppression (Fig. 5). Because TRIF was required for inducing TNF and IL-10 (Fig. 3A), perhaps neutralizing these cytokines in WT mice resembled the environment in TRIF-deficient mice. In both cases, LPS increased lymphoid T cell numbers, offering a reasonable explanation for how the MyD88 pathway can support a certain level of T cell survival in the absence of TRIF. Although TNF clearly impacted T cell numbers, providing TRIF-deficient mice with exogenous TNF in addition to LPS did not restore SM1 T cell accumulation into the liver, suggesting that cooperation among multiple TRIF-dependent factors determines extra-lymphoid T cell fate (data not shown). SM1 T cell cytokine

numbers were assessed in PLN and spleen on day 10. At all doses tested, LPS enhanced the accumulation of lymphoid SM1 CD4 T cells independently of TRIF (Fig. 3C), consistent with the SEA response (Fig. 1). Further, production of IFN-γ and TNF by splenic SM1 T cells on day 10 was not significantly impacted by TRIF-deficiency although the intermediate LPS dose showed an effect (Fig. 3D).

Following activation, T cells alter their expression of homing receptors in a manner that favors migration out of lymph nodes and into peripheral tissues. This imprinting occurs early with lasting changes observable during clonal expansion (reviewed in Ref. 31). Because day 10 represents a time beyond the contraction phase,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD8 Vβ3</th>
<th>Wild-Type</th>
<th>TRIF-Deficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-CD40</td>
<td>Rat IgG plus LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-CD40</td>
<td>Rat IgG plus LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>16.2 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>7.1 ± 2.1</td>
<td>44.7 ± 8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average fold increase</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4 Vβ3</td>
<td>Anti-CD40</td>
<td>Rat IgG plus LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-CD40</td>
<td>Rat IgG plus LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td>36.3 ± 6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>9.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>69.6 ± 12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average fold increase</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Wild-type and TRIF-deficient mice were immunized with SEA along with anti-CD40, LPS, or both as described in Materials and Methods. On day 10, the total number of CD8 (top) and CD4 (bottom) T cells expressing Vβ3 was determined in the lungs and liver. Data are combined from four experiments with six to nine mice per group and represented as mean ± SEM. Average fold increase represents the number of Vβ3 T cells from a specific treatment divided by the number obtained from anti-CD40 alone treatment.

---

**FIGURE 5.** The balance of proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines influences T cell survival. SM1 CD4 T cells were transferred into WT mice, followed by immunization with FL-pep and LPS. One hour before LPS, mice were injected anti-IL-10 and/or anti-TNF neutralizing mAbs, or rat IgG control. A, SM1 T cell numbers (left) and frequencies (right) in tissues on day 10. Data are pooled from three experiments with a total of six to nine mice per group, and are shown as mean ± SEM. Asterisks represent statistically significant differences of the indicated treatment compared with rat IgG plus LPS with p = 2.7 × 10−4 – 0.046.
production was not significantly affected by TNF or IL-10 neutralization (data not shown), suggesting that effector differentiation is influenced by other factors.

Exogenous CD40 stimulation preferentially restores the CD8 T cell response in peripheral tissues of TRIF-deficient mice

The TRIF pathway requirement for nonlymphoid Vβ3 T cell accumulation and IFN-γ production (Figs. 1 and 2) indicated it has a fundamental role in T cell priming during immunization with LPS. Because the up-regulation of CD40 by LPS requires TRIF (Ref. 9 and Fig. 3 B), perhaps CD40 stimulation was suboptimal in the TRIF-deficient mice. If so, this defect could be restored by an anti-CD40 agonist mAb, which enhances the clonal expansion of SEA-stimulated T cells but does not prevent their ultimate deletion (36). Interestingly, combining the CD40 agonist with LPS results in a synergistic enhancement of T cell survival (20, 37). To determine whether enforced CD40 stimulation restores T cell responses in the lung and liver, TRIF-deficient mice were immunized with anti-CD40, SEA, and LPS as described in Materials and Methods. Control groups received rat IgG in place of anti-CD40, or did not receive LPS. Although the LPS dose was 40% lower than normal to accommodate CD40 stimulation (20), LPS potentiated T cell survival on day 10 in WT mice, resulting in 6-fold more Vβ3 T cells than anti-CD40 by itself (Table II). The combination of anti-CD40 plus LPS resulted in higher Vβ3 T cell levels, ranging 15- to 18-fold greater than anti-CD40 by itself. TRIF-deficient mice demonstrated an impaired response to rat IgG plus LPS, producing only twice as many Vβ3 T cells as anti-CD40 treatment (Table II). However, similar to WT, the anti-CD40 and LPS combination increased T cell accumulation in TRIF-deficient mice, resulting in the restoration of CD8 Vβ3 T cell numbers to nearly normal levels (Table II). A similar trend was observed for CD4 Vβ3 T cells, where the combination resulted in a 2.7-fold increase over rat IgG plus LPS. However, the CD4 population did not reach WT levels in TRIF-deficient mice (Table II). Therefore, enforced CD40 costimulation preferentially restored CD8 over CD4 T cell accumulation in the lungs and liver of TRIF-deficient mice.

Liver T cell function was assessed by intracellular cytokine staining. In WT mice, rat IgG plus LPS produced a better IFN-γ response than anti-CD40, and treatment with the combination did not further increase IFN-γ production over LPS alone (Fig. 6). LPS also significantly increased the percent of CD4 Vβ3 T cells producing IL-17A, a cytokine detected in various tissues including...
the intestine, liver, and lung (38–40). In TRIF-deficient mice, unlike WT mice, there was no significant difference between the anti-CD40 and rat IgG plus LPS groups (Fig. 6), consistent with an impaired Th1 response (Fig. 2). This was not due to conversion to a Th17 phenotype because the number of IL-17A-producers was even lower than IFN-γ-producers. Importantly, treatment with the combination significantly increased IFN-γ and IL-17A capacity in TRIF-deficient mice (Fig. 6, right, compare “anti-CD40” to “both”). The most dramatic effect was observed for CD8 Vβ3 T cells, where IFN-γ production was restored to WT levels (Fig. 6A).

This preferential effect on the CD8 response was best observed when analyzing total effector cell numbers (Fig. 7). Thus, TRIF-deficient mice immunized with anti-CD40 plus LPS generated normal levels of IFN-γ-producing CD8 Vβ3 T cells (Fig. 7A), but not CD4 Vβ3 T cells (Fig. 7B). Therefore, studying the role of TRIF in T cell responses generated with anti-CD40 and LPS revealed a mechanistic dichotomy among CD4 and CD8 T cell subsets in their differentiation and accumulation in liver.

Discussion

T cells migrate into nonlymphoid tissues following infection (24), and microbial components are often used to mimic this response (41) and generate protective immunity. This study identifies the TRIF pathway as critical for LPS to increase effector T cell accumulation into nonlymphoid tissues such as liver and lung. Our data complement the work from other groups demonstrating a role for TRIF in T cell responses generated by LPS (9, 23). These studies did not distinguish between T cell survival and effector differentiation (9), analyze effector function (23), or analyze nonlymphoid tissues where the most dramatic effect of LPS in TRIF-deficient mice was observed (Fig. 1). Consistent with Mata-Haro et al. (23), we found that early CD8 T cell expansion in response to Ag plus LPS was TRIF-dependent (data not shown); however, LPS increased splenic T cell numbers in TRIF-deficient mice on day 10 (Figs. 1 and 3). This suggests that MyD88 can support some level of T cell survival in the absence of TRIF. In conjunction with previous work demonstrating its specific effect on long-term T cell survival (18), our data suggest the role of MyD88 in LPS adjuvanticity is to sustain the response elicited by TRIF stimulation. The dual requirement for TRIF in nonlymphoid T cell accumulation and effector function (Figs. 1, 2, and 4) suggests these processes are part of the same differentiation program, similar to infection models (24, 42). Accordingly, a higher frequency of T cells isolated from nonlymphoid tissues produced IFN-γ upon recall than splenic T cells, especially within the CD4 T cell population (Fig. 2).

The mechanism by which TRIF stimulation impacts extra-lymphoid T cell responses may involve proliferation, peripheral survival, or tissue homing capability. Strikingly, TRIF was required for the up-regulation of CXCR3 by peptide-specific CD4 T cells in lymph nodes and spleen, correlating with reduced T cell numbers in liver (Fig. 4A, and data not shown). CXCR3 expression by Th1 cells is associated with their accumulation at sites of inflammation (43), and blocking CXCR3 ligands in vivo reduces T cell recruitment to liver following infection with Toxoplasma gondii and murine cytomegalovirus (34, 35). Because CXCR3 is induced through T-bet (44), it can be a marker for Th1 activation and represents a possible mechanism for how TRIF stimulation by LPS supports peripheral T cell immunity. The involvement of CXCR3 appears to be tissue-dependent, however, because lung-resident SM1 T cells did not express the receptor and similar SM1 T cell numbers were recovered from the lungs of WT and TRIF-deficient mice on day 6 (data not shown). This is consistent with a recent report showing that CCR5, not CXCR3, is important for T cell migration to the lung following infection (45). In addition to the impaired CXCR3 up-regulation, 40% more splenic SM1 T cells expressed the lymphoid-associated marker CD62L when they were primed in TRIF-deficient mice, further showing the T cells had undergone suboptimal activation (data not shown). Providing TNF to TRIF-deficient mice in addition to LPS restored splenic CD62L expression to WT levels, suggesting that TNF may contribute to the migration phenotype (data not shown).

Elucidation of the cell types contributing to TRIF-dependent responses should provide useful vaccine targets. Dendritic cells are likely candidates because they are required to elicit CD8 T cell responses (46), and for optimal Th1 differentiation driven by LPS (18), correlating with the TRIF phenotype (Fig. 2). Macrophages also contribute to LPS responsiveness in vivo (47), however, their specific role in the adjuvant effect is unknown.

LPS adjuvanticity depends upon the induction of inflammatory cytokines (1). Because TNF production was TRIF-dependent (Fig. 3A), we initially predicted a global effect on the T cell response. However, the ability of LPS to increase T cells in the lymphoid tissues of TRIF-deficient mice (Figs. 1 and 3C) prompted us to examine this further. Based on our data examining TNF and IL-10 neutralization (Fig. 5), we propose that the balance, in contrast to the magnitude, of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines determines the level of T cell accumulation. Thus, TRIF-deficient mice, which produce less IL-10 as well as less TNF upon LPS stimulation (Fig. 3A), were able to sustain lymphoid T cell survival. Because adjuvants induce both pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines, it is important to consider the balance of these factors when designing vaccines. Another important consideration is the adjuvant receptor. TRIF is known to function downstream of TLR3 and TLR4, and TLR4 is thought to mediate the LPS adjuvant effect. In the future, it will be important to determine the receptor(s) and signaling pathways involved in the TRIF phenotype. It has been shown that TRIF stimulates apoptosis through caspase-8 (48, 49), providing a possible explanation for why more endogenous CD8 T cells were observed in tissues of TRIF-deficient mice treated with superantigen alone (Fig. 1). The ability of TRIF to induce apoptosis adds an underappreciated level of complexity to its regulation of adaptive immunity.

LPS is a unique adjuvant in that TLR4 stimulation results in activation of both MyD88 and TRIF signaling pathways. Previously, we reported that MyD88 is required for LPS to drive T cell survival but not effector differentiation (18), while in this study we show that TRIF drives effector T cell differentiation mostly in nonlymphoid tissue sites (Fig. 2), suggesting the signaling adaptors involved in TRIF phenotype. It has been shown that TRIF stimulates apoptosis through caspase-8 (48, 49), providing a possible explanation for why more endogenous CD8 T cells were observed in tissues of TRIF-deficient mice treated with superantigen alone (Fig. 1). The ability of TRIF to induce apoptosis adds an underappreciated level of complexity to its regulation of adaptive immunity.

LPS is a unique adjuvant in that TLR4 stimulation results in activation of both MyD88 and TRIF signaling pathways. Previously, we reported that MyD88 is required for LPS to drive T cell survival but not effector differentiation (18), while in this study we show that TRIF drives effector T cell differentiation mostly in nonlymphoid tissue sites (Fig. 2), suggesting the signaling adaptors involved in TRIF phenotype. It has been shown that TRIF stimulates apoptosis through caspase-8 (48, 49), providing a possible explanation for why more endogenous CD8 T cells were observed in tissues of TRIF-deficient mice treated with superantigen alone (Fig. 1). The ability of TRIF to induce apoptosis adds an underappreciated level of complexity to its regulation of adaptive immunity.

The mechanism by which TRIF stimulation impacts extra-lymphoid T cell responses may involve proliferation, peripheral survival, or tissue homing capability. Strikingly, TRIF was required for the up-regulation of CXCR3 by peptide-specific CD4 T cells in lymph nodes and spleen, correlating with reduced T cell numbers in liver (Fig. 4A, and data not shown). CXCR3 expression by Th1 cells is associated with their accumulation at sites of inflammation (43), and blocking CXCR3 ligands in vivo reduces T cell recruitment to liver following infection with Toxoplasma gondii and murine cytomegalovirus (34, 35). Because CXCR3 is induced through T-bet (44), it can be a marker for Th1 activation and represents a possible mechanism for how TRIF stimulation by LPS supports peripheral T cell immunity. The involvement of CXCR3 appears to be tissue-dependent, however, because lung-resident SM1 T cells did not express the receptor and similar SM1 T cell numbers were recovered from the lungs of WT and TRIF-deficient mice on day 6 (data not shown). This is consistent with a recent report showing that CCR5, not CXCR3, is important for T cell migration to the liver (Fig. 6). Because the total number of IFN-γ producers was ~3-fold higher than IL-17 producers (data not shown).
shown), the overall T-cell response was Th1-biased. A small percentage of CD4 Vβ3 T cells produced both IFN-γ and IL-17 upon recall (Fig. 6C), suggesting that some Th1 and Th17 cells can share a common developmental pathway. Although whole cell pertussis vaccines have been shown to generate TLR4-dependent Th17 responses (54), we provide the first evidence that superantigen in combination with LPS supports Th17 responses in vivo. It will be important to determine whether this effect is specific for superantigens or generalizable to peptide-specific T cells.

Mata-Haro et al. (23) has demonstrated the LPS derivative monophosphoryl lipid A enhances Ag-specific T cell clonal expansion by preferentially stimulating the TRIF pathway. This finding is directly applicable to humans because monophosphoryl lipid A is generally nontoxic and associated with only mild side effects (55–57). Our data show that stimulating TRIF through LPS generates robust systemic T-cell responses (Figs. 1 and 2), providing further impetus for targeting this pathway in vaccine design. The quality of T-cell responses must not be overlooked, as LPS is pleiotropic and can support Th1, Th2, Th17, and regulatory T-cell function, depending on the experimental model (Refs. 2, 58–62 and Fig. 6). Perhaps partial TLR4 agonists affect the balance between functional T-cell subsets differently than LPS, resulting in qualitatively distinct responses. If so, then TRLR4 may potentially be a therapeutic target for a variety of immunological conditions.
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